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Our meeting so far

- December 2007: Scoping meeting
- February 2009: Discussion of first drafts
- November 2009: With ECOSH, Agency CLEV
- May 2010: With INAIL in Rome
- November 2010: With BE-Presidency in Brussels
First phase

Products (2008-2010)
- Economic incentives report
- Fact Sheet
- New Single Entry Point (SEP)
- 2 articles in scientific journal (Scandinavian Journal for Work, Environment & Health)
- Promotion: September 2010 (IOHA Rome)

Products (2010-2012)
- Report on preventive solutions
- OSH in the supply-chain, private and public procurement, recognition schemes
09:30 Welcome Jukka Takala, director, EU-OSHA

09:45 Presentation of first draft of economic incentives guide
  1. Social and financial framework conditions, Oguz Karadeniz, Pamukale University, Turkey
  2. Strategy, Judith Hoffmann, Institute for Technology and Work, Germany
  3. Target groups, Miguel Cuervo, CLYMA, Spain
  4. Appropriate measures, Dietmar Elsler, EU-OSHA, Spain
  5. Examples, Liliana Frusteri, INAIL, Italy
  6. Promotion, Athos Charalambous, Laiki Insurance, Cyprus

11.15 Coffee break

11:30 Workers’ compensation reform in the USA
  Joseph Ladou, University of California School of Medicine, USA

12:15 Concept for a provider independent incentive scheme in Germany
  Andreas Heyer, Bertelsmann Foundation, Germany

13:00 Lunch
Thank you very much for your attention!
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